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         Please introduce yourself,

         your role and your firm.

Dr. Rainer Knyrim earned his doctorate
of law from the University of Vienna,
Austria in 1999. He studied as well at
Paris II University in 1993 and has
worked with the European Commission
GD Competition in 1997 and with the IT
department of Faegre Benson Hobson
Audley in London in 1999. In 2000,
he joined Schönherr Rechtsanwälte as a
junior partner and became a partner
of Preslmayr in 2003. Dr. Knyrim
specialises in data protection and IT-law
where he has published several books
and dozens of legal articles. He is a
regular speaker on these subjects at
national and international conferences as
well as in radio and TV.

   PRESLMAYR RECHTSANWÄLTE
are experts in business law. Clients,

Data protection has been at the forefront of many minds recently with the

news that Google’s new changes to its privacy system are a breach of EU

rules. To find out about the main legal implications surrounding data

protection at the moment, Lawyer Monthly speaks to Dr. Rainer Knyrim

from Austrian law firm, Preslmayr Attorneys at Law. Here, he discusses

with us his opinions on the European Commission’s review of its data

protection laws, the main effects it will have on business and how legislation

can be further amended. 

both from Austria and around the
world, are primarily large and medium
sized businesses in manufacturing,
banking, trade, information technology,
advertising, tourism and telecommunications. 

         As you will be aware, The

         European Commission has

         revealed a review of the data

         protection laws as it attempts

         to clamp down on privacy

         violations. The review is

         aimed at tackling companies

         such as Google and Facebook

         in relation to the way in

         which they collate data for

         financial purposes. What

         are your opinions on the

         proposed reforms?

We welcome the efforts of the
European Commission to strengthen

data protection law in Europe and to

harmonize the existing regulations.

Nevertheless, we believe that the

Commission’s proposal on the data

protection reform is far more complex

than just a way to regulate companies

such as Facebook or Google. A closer look

at the proposal shows that the main

areas of data protection law - the way we

know it now - are meant to be redefined.

The efforts to strengthen the rights

of data subjects as well as the prior

assessments of data protection impact

and concepts such as the “right to be

forgotten” and the “right to data

portability” show that data protection

will reach a totally new level and

demands a different approach to data

protection from data subjects as well as

from companies and public entities.

         What will be the main effects

         of the reforms on business?

We suppose that companies in Europe as
well as foreign companies do not only
have to learn a different approach
on data protection, we also expect an
increasing importance of data protection
in general. The penalties alone – up to
2% of global annual revenue of companies
- will ensure that data protection in
the future will almost be deemed as
important as e.g. cartel law. Therefore we
expect that companies will show a
greater willingness to consider data
protection in their daily work.

         How would you like to see

         legislation amended to better

         protect data?

We are critical of the shift of enforcement
of data protection to the European
Commission which will have both
legislative as well as executive powers.
Furthermore, it seems that some figures
in the draft have been set without regard
to business reality. Both Germany
and Austria have an extremely high
percentage of small and medium sized
companies (99.7 to 99.8% have less than
250 employees). A data protection officer
or an internal documentation duty only
for companies with more than 250
employees would therefore concern only
0.2 to 0.3% of the German and Austrian

companies.  A general decline of the data
protection level in countries with such or
a similar business structure could be the
result. 

   

        What are the most common

         data protection cases you

         deal with?

We advise national as well as
international companies in data
protection law. This concerns all aspects
of data protection law such as
notifications, approvals of international
data transfer, implementation of new
software products in the HR or CRM
area, establishment of whistleblower
systems or CCTV etc.

         Has the amount of data

         protection-related challenges

         risen considerably as the

         growth of technology

         becomes more and more

         rapid?

Yes. I started my data protection practice
with a handful of cases a decade ago and
now handle cases with teams of up to
seven people at our firm as they have
become so large and complex. Whilst it
was not a big issue a decade ago, it is
nowadays almost impossible to advise a
client in technological or business
matters without considering data
protection aspects as well.

         Is there anything else you

         would like to add?

We hope that the ideas of the
European Commission to strengthen
data protection law in Europe are
discussed publicly EU-wide and even
globally by all stakeholders as now
the scene is set at least for the next 10
years. LM
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Both Germany and Austria have an extremely high

percentage of small and medium sized companies

(99.7 to 99.8% have less than 250 employees).
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